Mamo Sessions For The Wellness
Movement 2019
Drawing Practices Toward Creative Development and Mental Wellbeing
Delivered On Behalf of Sha Hussain, Director and Founder of The
Wellness Movement, for the Creative Industry

The Wellness Movement
The Wellness Movement was born from a love of enhancing the human lifestyle,
culture and environment. We do this through fitness, nutrition, and emotional
wellbeing initiatives at your place of work toward empowering organisations and
their employees to take control of their physical and psychological health and take
steps to lead a more balanced and fulfilling lifestyle.

Sha Hussain approached me and asked me to develop a workshop,
centred on drawing, informing mental health awareness in the
individual and group
Benefits and outcomes of session aimed to:
• Increase confidence
• Develop of empathy
• Present drawing as a psychological process rather than just a pictorial
one
• Using drawing to visualise our emotions on paper
• Reveal common links from person to person in how we feel
• To see drawing as a therapeutic act

Drawing Out Feeling and Mental Wellbeing
Workshop
In response to this brief from Sha Hussain I developed a unique
workshop that used drawing to investigate how we feel and respond to
the world and each other, answering the aims of the brief.
Various elements, developed from working with Ogilvy & Mather as a
creative trainer alongside approaches to pedagogy developed at
Kingston University as a Senior Lecturer and the RCA as a VL, went
toward creating approaches in the sessions delivered for The Wellness
Movement.

I delivered these sessions to two companies:
Proximity London
https://www.proximitylondon.com
An award-winning customer experience agency that brings brands and
people closer together. use data-driven creativity to solve business problems.
By harnessing powerful insights and smart targeting they are able to create
behaviour-changing ideas and experiences that deliver value to brands.
Wavemaker Global
https://wavemakerglobal.com/
Aim to deliver next-generation media, content and technology solutions for
various clients, combining media with content and technology toward
sophisticated, integrated and effective solutions

The sessions took place in the form of a two hour class and so with the
limited time available the exercises had to be immediate, understandable
and produce outcomes that communicated the key aims of the session in
such a way that could be verbally expressed by those who took part.
In this way it would be possible to evidence ideas (developed in education
and industry inc KSA) and how they could be applied in a wider,
contemporary context demonstrating transferable knowledge.
The key processes focused on during the sessions were:
•
•
•
•

Pictionary drawing
Memory drawing
Blindfold drawing
Emotional drawing

Photos from the sessions

Outcomes and feedback from sessions
Both sessions required time for the participants to get out the mental
space they came in with after dealing with day to day work issues. The
use of Pictionary allowed everyone to loosen up and created a group
dynamic as shown in sessions at Kingston, and within the drawings
produced key ideas were derived for the remainder of the class.
The energy built quickly and the drawings flowed. By giving people the
permission to fail or make ‘bad’ drawings it gave license for the
participants to throw caution to the wind an doing so opened them up
to key ideas in the class, a willing ness to play and think more freely

Through these sessions I had shown that the methods I had developed and linked
together could be delivered to medium and small sized groups within a two hour
window with limited materials towards the aim of mental wellbeing through
drawing. The feedback was insightful as it allowed for the value of the sessions to
be considered by the agencies and myself in its effectiveness.
Jessica Goodhand, Account Manager at Proximity, offered the following:
‘I’ve always loved drawing and painting but definitely fall victim to my own
perfectionism. It was really useful to be pushed outside my comfort zone and focus
on how it feels rather than how it looks. I look forward to using this practice on my
next art project.’
This outcome showed that processes in drawing could create a positive link
between the work environment and personal pursuits. Other feedback gave similar
insights into the experience and worth to the individual and group

Feedback examples:
Biggest take away from the workshop?
How useful art can be to understand emotions
A new insight into the emotion of drawing
Feeling is more important than observing
Perfect drawing not needed

Which part of the workshop was most valuable and why?
Using abstract lines to express feelings you didn’t know you had
Drawing using emotion, less thought, Very relaxing
All of it was valuable/great

Feedback sheets provided at end of pdf.

The outcomes allowed those who took part to consider drawing in a new way, to actually see their
emotions through drawing and derive pleasure and meaning from the experience. The group dynamic
through Pictionary developed empathy, memory drawing informed us of what key moments each
individual took away from an experience, blindfolded drawing allowed us to consider how we ‘see’ with
our physical touch, and expressing our inner private feelings abstractly through marks allowed us to
actually pictorially ‘read’ at a conscious level what any one of us was going through in our day to day
life’s.
In seeing themselves and one another differently they developed insight and empathy and through
discarding concerns about good or bad drawing they instead experienced what new ideas and insights
drawing could bring to their lives. The key outcome for me was that they had brought meaning to their
lives and their experience of the world from a process many take for granted as a tool to express
artistic excellence in 'realistic' representation. In this meaning would had to have been recognition that
each individual had something unique to offer and communicate, informing their fellow man of a
recognisable experience through an accessible process; adding new insight to the group. Their
individual contributions mattered to the whole. This has a big effect on mental wellbeing as it allows
each person to feel valued and of worth, distinct yet also integral to the group dynamic.
As recognised in the feedback these methods are ‘valuable for non-creatives’, a tool anyone can use to
better understand themselves, their surroundings, their experience and communicate that to others in
a direct pictorial way. This could also be described as the core of all great art. This idea was something
that was considered going forward toward processes in teaching at Kingston School of Art, where the
encouragement of each individual to develop their own identity in drawing separate from a fashionable
style remains the basis for the delivery of drawing sessions on Module 5001.

